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Abstract  
 
We successfully evaluated the accuracy of full-body dynamic simulation with the use of TSB within JACK Siemens 
PLM software via analyzing the common lifting and carrying tasks. The deviation of joint angles between the real and 
predicted human movement directly resulted in the significant difference of lumbar forces imposed on participants. 
These joint deviations were provided as references for ergonomists and engineers to manually manipulate the joints 
on digital human models to achieve accurate dynamic simulation. In this study, we also revealed the effect of muscle 
strength between genders on the motion of shoulders, and the effect of different loads on the adoption of postures. To 
lower the workers’ injury rates, software manufacturers have to continue their efforts to improve products for robust 
ergonomics analysis. 
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1. Introduction  
According to the United States Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019), over 900,000 reported cases caused worker 
absence from work in each year. Nearly 37% cases were direct cause of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). To reduce 
injuries and high medical costs, companies have to improve their workplace safety via analyzing operations and 
implementing training. Currently, digital human model (DHM) technology has been prevalently implemented in 
diverse workplaces to prevent MSDs (Baskaran et al. 2019; Fletcher et al. 2018; Quintero-Duran and Paul 2018). 
Daily activities within a virtual environment could be easily analyzed by modifying DHM anthropometrics and 
external applied forces (Maurya et al. 2019). 
 
To obtain the robust ergonomics outcomes, the predicted DHM postures in simulation have to be accurate. One 
previous study (Chaffin 2005) indicated that the small deviation of joint angle in DHM manipulation could cause 
significant difference in the exposed forces. However, there is a lack of studies focusing on the evaluation of DHM 
postures. Although two studies (Kajaks et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2008) have investigated the posture evaluation via 
using JACK Siemens PLM software, their conclusions are conflict. The first reason could be the DHM created in the 
study of Kajaks et al. (2011), which cannot accurately represent the anthropometrics of real workers. The second 
reason could be the limited analysis in the study of Zhao et al. (2008), the joints and postures were not enough for 
assessment. There was another study (Park et al. 2011), which also indicated the significant discrepancy between the 
predicted and measured postures via using RAMSIS software (HUMANSOLUTION). Although these studies 
provided a good start for posture evaluation, they were only limited in the upper body joints and static poses.  
 
Considering the exposed lumbar forces which are directly affected by the cross-correlation among anatomical joints 
and external applied loads, it is essential to have full-body dynamic simulation for ergonomics analysis. It will help 
end-users effectively identify all awkward postures which may cause MSDs during the entire task performance. 
However, there is no study to assess the accuracy of DHM kinematic data in dynamic simulation. Only two studies 
(Turk et al. 2020; Fritzsche 2010) with a focus on dynamic simulation, but they are in the analysis of simulation time. 
JACK Siemens PLM has been used as the advanced human-centered ergonomic tool for product design and injury 
risk assessment (Qi and Chen 2020; Naddeo et al. 2017). It has the unique compatible feature to efficiently create 
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dynamic simulation via integrating motion tracking systems (Jimerson et al. 2016; Cutler et al. 2015). Although the 
Task Simulation Builder (TSB) within JACK also allows end-users to define multiple task sequences and to perform 
human dynamic simulation, its accuracy has not been assessed.  
 
In this study, we undertook a measurement in our laboratory to determine the accuracy of predicted postures in TSB 
full-body dynamic simulation. The predicted human movement in TSB was compared with the real human kinematic 
data recorded by Xsens MVN system (Xsens 3D Motion Tracking Technology, Enschede, Netherlands). Our results 
could help ergonomists and engineers fully understand the deviation of predicted DHM postures in dynamic 
simulation compared with the actual human movement via analyzing the common lifting and carrying tasks. However, 
the long-term goal for human dynamic simulation is the requirement of minimum manually joint manipulation on 
DHM. Particularly, in the scenario of not recording the real human performance, the software still can achieve accurate 
posture prediction. In this study, we also revealed the deviation of joint angles between the real and predicted human 
movement which directly resulted in the significant difference of lumbar forces imposed on the participants. To obtain 
the robust ergonomics analysis, software manufacturers have to continue their efforts to improve the accuracy of 
predicted postures in full-body dynamic simulation.  
 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Participants and system setup 
Seventeen volunteers (eight males: body height 180.6±4.3cm, body weight 99.6±27.8kg; nine females: body height 
166.2±8.4cm, body weight 73.4±22.2kg) participated into this study. None of these participants had an episode of any 
injury preventing them from doing normal work. To capture the full-body performance, the 17 sensors of Xsens MVN 
were secured on each participant following the related instructions. 
 
2.2 Operation tasks 
Two operation tasks including the lifting and carrying efforts were designed as shown in Figure 1. They are the 
common activities repeated by workers every day. Each participant was required to perform 5 cycles for each of the 
tasks to guarantee the reliability of the results and account for the effect of fatigue. Given the small deviation of joint 
angle that could result in a significant difference in the exposed forces, some constraints must be defined in the task 
performance. For example, the toe positions of each participant and the positions to place object must be marked. We 
hope to understand the deviation of joint angles between the predicted and real human movement with the minimum 
joint manipulation on DHM.  
 
Task 1: Participants need to lift a 5kg load from the floor (starting position) and placed it on the table of 75 cm height 
(end position). The distance between two paralleled toes was 45cm as shoulder’s width. The horizontal distance of 
object from the starting position to the end position was also 45cm without the medial-lateral offset.  
 
Task 2: Participants carried a 5kg load with two hands and normally walked 10 meters forward. 
 

 
(a)                                                         (b) 

Figure 1. The workstation was set up in the laboratory to simulate the common activities repeated by workers every 
day. (a) Task 1: Lifting task. (b) Task 2: Carrying task. 
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2.3 Data collection 
During the orientation section, anthropometric data of each participant were measured. It included body weight, body 
height, shoulder breadth, arm span, ankle height, hip breadth, and the lengths of upper arm, lower arm, hand, thigh, 
shank, and foot. An individual DHM generated in Xsens software (DHM_Xsens) was used to represent each of the 
participants during their task performance. 
 
Following the data collection, a second DHM for each participant (DHM_JACK) was created in JACK Siemens PLM 
software via the version of C6.1 segmented manikin. The body segments measured in the orientation section were 
used as references. Given its unique compatible feature, a fusion technology was implemented in this study. The 
motion trajectory of each DHM_Xsens was used as an input to drive the corresponding DHM_JACK to achieve the 
dynamic simulation. This motion trajectory performed by DHM_JACK was considered as the real human movement 
(Real_HM).  
 
In the meanwhile, the DHM_JACK for each participant was imported into TSB. The predicted lifting and carrying 
dynamic simulation were created via defining the basic tasks in TSB, such as GO, GET, PUT and POSITION. The 
postures of DHM_JACK were manually manipulated following the constraints in the design section. This second 
motion trajectory in TSB performed by the same DHM_JACK was considered as the predicted human movement 
(Predicted_HM). 
 
2.4 Data analysis 
The Compressive force and Anterior/Posterior (A/P) Shear force at the 4th/5th lumbar (L4/L5) joint were analyzed. 
The 5kg load was distributed on both hands. A 25N (5×9.8/2) force was applied on the center of each palm, and the 
force was directed downward during both task performance. The maximum Compressive forces were exported from 
the entire Real_HM in Task 1. At where the postures that participants adopted were considered as the poor instances 
to cause MSDs. The corresponding postures in the Predicted_HM were then compared with the Real_HM for the 
evaluation purpose. 
 
2.4.1 Low Back Analysis 
The Low Back Analysis in JACK was used to assess the lumbar forces acting on the low back of DHM during 
performance. The postures adopted by DHM and the magnitude/direction of the applied external forces will determine 
the outcomes.  
 
In Task 1, the maximum Compressive forces occurred as the participants lifted the load from the floor at a low 
squatting pose (pose#1 in the Lifting phase; Figure 2 (a)), and as the participants leaned their trunk forward and placed 
the load onto the table (pose#2 in the Placing phase; Figure 2 (b)). In Task 2, the posture was defined as the participants 
carried the load with the right foot in a stance phase, and the left foot in a swing phase as shown in Figure 2 (c).  
 

 
                              (a)                                                            (b)                                                          (c) 
Figure 2. Three specific postures were analyzed in the two designed tasks. (a) Task 1: low squatting pose. (b) Task 

1: placing the load onto the table. (c) Task 2: carrying the load. The manikin with red shirt represents the 
DHM_Xsens; the manikin with green shirt represents the DHM_JACK. 
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2.4.2 Joint Angle Comparison 
Given the common lifting and carrying tasks that were designed in this study, we assumed the right and left sides 
behaving the same. The following joints and their degrees of freedom movement were used for comparison: right knee 
flexion/extension (Knee_R_F/E), trunk flexion/extension (Trunk_F/E), right hip flexion/extension (Hip_R_F/E), right 
elbow flexion/extension (Elbow_R_F/E), right shoulder flexion/extension (Sh_R_F/E), and right shoulder 
abduction/adduction (Sh_R_Abd/Add). 
 
2.4.3 Statistical Analysis 
A two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine the joint angles and the low back lumbar 
forces between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM, and between genders. Statistical significance level was set at 0.05. 
Our results indicated the impact of joint angles on the lumbar forces during activities. 
 
3. Results 
3.1 Low Back Analysis 
To prevent workers away from injury, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) determined 
that the maximum Compressive and Shear forces could not exceed 3400N and 700N, respectively (Waters et al. 1993). 
 
3.1.1 Task 1 
The maximum L4/L5 Compressive lumbar force and its corresponding A/P Shear force were analyzed as the 
participants at the low squatting pose (pose#1), and at the end pose of placing the load onto the table (pose#2). There 
were four comparisons at each of the poses. 
 
Comparison#1: Compressive force between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM. 
Comparison#2: A/P Shear force between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM. 
Comparison#3: Compressive force between genders. 
Comparison#4: A/P Shear force between genders. 
 
There was a significant difference of the lumbar forces between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM at each of the poses 
(p<0.05). It was also interesting to notice that the lumbar forces were significant different between genders (p<0.05). 
In Table 1, the lumbar forces exposed in the Predicted_HM were greater than that in the Real_HM at two poses. In 
the comparison between genders, the male participants had greater exposed lumbar forces than the female participants. 
Nearly all males were exposed to the peak A/P Shear force greater than 700N at both poses.  
 
3.1.2 Task 2 
There was a significant difference of the lumbar forces between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM as the participants 
carried a 5kg load forward (p<0.05). The average Compressive forces were 697.4N (Real) and 887.3N (Predicted), 
and the average A/P Shear forces were 51.4N (Real) and 91.5N (Predicted), respectively. Also, the Compressive force 
imposed on the males (769.5N (Real); 1039.2N (Predicted)) was significantly greater than the females (633.3N (Real); 
752.3N (Predicted)). 
 
3.2 Joint Angles 
Totally six combinations of the joints and their degrees of freedom were compared. For the joint shoulder, the positive 
Sh_R_F/E means flexion, and the negative value means extension. The positive Sh_R_Abd/Add means adduction, 
and the negative value means abduction. For the other joints (Knee_R_F/E, Trunk_F/E, Hip_R_F/E and 
Elbow_R_F/E), the positive value means extension, and the negative value means flexion. 
 
3.2.1 Task 1  
The joint angles were compared between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM at two specific poses in the Lifting and 
Placing phases individually, at where the maximum Compressive forces were imposed on participants. There were 
two comparisons at each of the poses. 

 
Comparison#1: Joint angles between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM. 
Comparison#2: Joint angles between genders. 
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Table 1. The comparison of lumbar forces between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM at two poses in Task 1. Eight 
males were symbolized by M1 to M8, and nine females were symbolized by F1 to F9. The average forces of all 

males and all females were represented by AVE_M and AVE_F; Compr = Compressive, A/P = A/P Shear.  
 

 
* Means significant difference between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM (p<0.05). 
△ Means significant difference between the female and male participants (p<0.05). 

 
 

Table 2. The comparison of joint angles between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM at pose#1 in Task 1 
 

 
* Means significant difference between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM (p<0.05). 

 
At pose#1, except the Sh_R_Abd/Add, all other joints were significantly different between the Real_HM and 
Predicted_HM in Table 2 (p<0.05). Among these joints, the Predicted_HM in TSB had greater values than the 
Real_HM. However, there was no significant difference between genders (p>0.05). 
 
At pose#2, although all joints were statistically different between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM in Table 3 
(p<0.05), the average difference of the Knee_R_F/E was only 2.1°. For the other joints, the Predicted_HM in TSB 
had greater average values than the Real_HM. Particularly, the joint Sh_R_Abd/Add was adduction in the 
Predicted_HM, but it was abduction in the Real_HM. In the comparison between genders, only the joint shoulder was 
statistically different (p<0.05). The females had greater shoulder flexion than the males. 
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Table 3. The comparison of joint angles between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM at pose#2 in Task 1  
 

 
* Means significant difference between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM (p<0.05). 
△ Means significant difference between the female and male participants (p<0.05). 

 
 

Table 4. The comparison of joint angles between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM in Task 2 
 

 
* Means significant difference between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM (p<0.05). 

 
3.2.2 Task 2 
Except the joint Elbow_R_F/E, all other joints showed significantly different between the Real_HM and 
Predicted_HM in Table 4 as the participants carried a load forward (p<0.05). The Trunk_F/E could be ignored because 
its average difference was only 1.3°. For the other joints (Knee_R_F/E, Hip_R_F/E, Sh_R_F/E and Sh_R_Abd/Add), 
the Predicted_HM in TSB had greater average values than the Real_HM. Particularly, the joint Sh_R_F/E was flexion 
in the Predicted_HM, but it was extension in the Real_HM. 
 
4. Discussion 
This study has evaluated the accuracy of full-body dynamic simulation with the use of TSB within JACK Siemens 
PLM software, via comparing with the Real_HM recorded by Xsens MVN motion tracking system. The maximum 
Compressive forces imposed on the low back of participants were extracted from the real lifting task. The real postures 
that participants adopted were used to evaluate the corresponding postures predicted by TSB. For the carrying task, 
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given the load that was only 5kg, the posture for evaluation was selected in the middle phase as the participants walked 
with the right foot in a stance phase, and the left foot in a swing phase. 
 
For Task 1, the maximum Compressive forces occurred as the participants at the low squatting pose (pose#1) in the 
Lifting phase, and at the pose in the Placing phase with the maximum shoulder flexion (pose#2). Except the 
Sh_R_Abd/Add at pose#1, all other joints were significantly different between the Real_HM and Predicted_HM. In 
reality, the participants preferred to extend their elbows to lift the load from the floor with an average extension of 
2.5° ((4.5°+0.5°)/2), and to place the load onto the table with an average flexion of -3.5° ((-8.5°+1.4°)/2). However, 
the corresponding predicted elbow movement in TSB dynamic simulation had great flexion with the average values 
of -43.4° ((-44.6°-42.2°)/2) and -15.7° ((-18.9°-12.6°)/2) at two poses. Given the large elbow flexion, it resulted in the 
other joints, such as the knees, trunk, hips and shoulders, having corresponding great flexion to achieve the task 
performance in the Predicted_HM. Considering the average body heights between genders (M: 180.6cm; F: 165.7cm), 
the participants with short body height may need great shoulder flexion to place the load onto the table. Moreover, 
one previous study (Clarke et al. 1975) reported that the females had more range of motion in abduction. All of these 
may explain why in our study the females had greater shoulder flexion and abduction than the males at pose#2. 
However, in TSB at the same pose, the predicted Sh_R_Abd/Add was adduction. Given the complexity of shoulders, 
more considerations should be involved for the improvement of posture prediction algorithm in simulation. 

 
In the comparison between genders, the female participants had greater Hip_R_F/E and less Trunk_F/E than the male 
participants in the Real_HM. It seems that there was an inverse correlation between the trunk and hips. The study 
(Hogg et al. 2018) indicated that the hip’s range of motion was greater in the females than males. It may explain the 
phenomenon in our study that the female participants preferred to flex their hips and extend trunks, but the male 
participants preferred to flex their trunks to lift and place objects. However, in the Predicted_HM, the male manikins 
had greater hip flexion than the females. It seems that the hip flexion of DHM in TSB dynamic simulation was just 
proportional to the body height. Although there was no significant difference for the Hip_R_F/E and Trunk_F/E 
between genders, their exposed lumbar forces were significantly different. It affirms the conclusion that a small 
deviation of joint manipulation can result in a large impact on the forces (Chaffin 2005). In our study, the average 
maximum Compressive forces of males were less than the safety standard 3400N as they lifted a 5kg load, but nearly 
all males were exposed to the peak A/P Shear force greater than 700N (Waters et al. 1993). The National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSH] has provided the maximum lifting weight at 50 pounds (approximate 
22.7kg). Any deviation of joint manipulation in TSB dynamic simulation may cause the inaccurate assessment of 
injury risk during workers’ daily activities. 
 
For Task 2 as the participants carried a load forward, although nearly all joints (except the Elbow_R_F/E) had 
significant difference between the Predicted_HM and Real_HM, the deviation of Hip_F/E (approximate 17°) could 
be the primary factor, which resulted in the statistical difference of lumbar forces. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the 
participants extended their shoulders to keep the load close to their bodies in the Real_HM. However, in the TSB 
Predicted_HM, the shoulder’s movement of DHM was flexion. Also, as the load was increased from 5kg to 10kg, 
there was no change of the predicted full-body postures in TSB. However, in reality, the shoulders and trunk should 
be extended more to maintain body balance as the load increased. This hypothesis could be verified by the study 
(Attwells et al. 2006). It indicated that the trunk significantly flexed forward as the load of backpack increased. 
Besides, in our study the females had greater shoulder extension and elbow flexion than the males in the Real_HM. If 
considering the difference of muscle strength between genders (Stoll et al. 2000), their performances should not be 
identical in the Predicted_HM. These limitations in TSB will cause the inaccurate evaluation on the muscle fatigue 
and joint strength capability.  
 
5. Conclusion 
We successfully evaluated the accuracy of full-body dynamic simulation with the use of TSB within JACK Siemens 
PLM software via analyzing the common lifting and carrying tasks. In this study, nearly all joints were significantly 
different in the Predicted_HM as compared with the Real_HM. These joint deviations directly resulted in the 
significant difference of lumbar forces imposed on participants. Although our results greatly help ergonomists and 
engineers fully understand the deviation of DHM predicted postures in dynamic simulation compared with the actual 
human movement, the long-term goal for human dynamic simulation requires the minimum manually joint 
manipulation on DHM. Particularly, in the scenario of not recording the real human performance, the software still 
can achieve accurate posture prediction. Accordingly, the software manufacturers have to continue their efforts to 
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improve products for robust ergonomics analysis, in order to lower the workers’ injury rates in diverse workplaces. A 
comprehensive study will follow up to assess the impact of different loads on postures. Also, more tasks (e.g., pushing 
and pulling) will be involved for end-users to fully understand the accuracy of predicted postures in TSB. 
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